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Palmer Hamilton Delivers Unmatched Advantages
Palmer Hamilton offers a comprehensive, one-stop shopping experience that makes creating a tailored new space easy and 

delivers successful results. We handle every aspect of the planning, design, installation, and continued support, ensuring that 
every project is done correctly and on budget.

Whether you’re creating a new dining space, media center, or makerspace, Palmer Hamilton has the expertise and all-inclusive 
resources with one point of contact, simplifying the building process.

Palmer Hamilton’s wide selection of mobile furniture, booths, and chairs for both 
indoor and outdoor applications offer clients a unique and tailored space that is 
designed with students, faculty, and the community in mind.

Dining spaces are a great way to increase student participation and generate 
profits. A new space not only delivers a great return on investment but helps 
schools enhance their revenue stream, an often-unknown benefit.

A new space can also be used by the community as a place to gather, creating a 
social hub that instills pride in the school and community.

Fab Lab or Makerspace is a place for innovation, invention, collaboration, and 
learning that uses a variety of technology and materials.

By using Palmer Hamilton’s PHabLAB design, technical, and furniture experts, 
each room is created with individual schools in mind.

PHabLAB designs a space to foster student creativity and ingenuity, providing 
“project-based learning” that enhances students’ futures.

From design and creation to installation and continued support, PHabLAB 
delivers a turn-key, tailored environment resulting in prepared and successful 
STEM/STEAM students.

PHDesign by Palmer Hamilton is comprised of accredited interior design experts 
with over 75 years of collective experience. They provide every aspect of design 
for every project.

By having an interal design team, collaboration and execution for every project is 
streamlined assuring the client that every detail is executed according to plan.

Whether it’s a dining space, media center, or PHabLAB, the PHDesign experts 
create exciting and motivating places that promote business objectives and 
foster school spirit while yielding measurable financial benefits.

PHDesign is a valuable part of the turn-key solution that Palmer Hamilton provides.

Expertise Every Step of the Way


